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≈ 16 Comments
From the perspective of the greater universe there is no good nor evil, only the flow of energy. I can only say that I haven’t seen any evidence for a God that promotes one over the other. But goodness is necessary to create complex dissipative structures from less developed dissipative structures,
like organisms being composed of cooperating cells. All complex structures and organization require “goodness” as a prerequisite for maintaining energy flow and organization. The component parts of the system do not attack each other to enrich themselves thereby destroying the structure and
its ability to process energy. Whenever you see one part of a system turn against another as with cancer you have an inherent evil. In one sense the cancerous growth and destruction of the ecosystem by human civilization is an evil. Equally evil is the destruction of man at the hands of man,
seemingly sanctioned by greed, slight differences in language and cultural practices. The quasi-species of human nations with distinct languages and delineated borders has developed as humans evolved into RNA, but are partially an expression of very old territorial instincts that existed prior to
the expression of human’s unique adaptations to technology.
What do we have now with the SARS-Cov-2 plandemic? Is it good or is it evil? If it were intended to save the planet from uncontrolled growth I would say it possessed some qualities that are good. But the time to save the planet passed several decades ago and people have been more than happy
to trade their futures for a greater helping of brain chemicals. The bankers have been more than willing to help by providing ample credit for growth. This current plandemic is not about saving the planet or transitioning to renewable energy. They could have done that before the petrodollar
reached its end and even now the Amazon rainforest is being destroyed at the fastest rate in a decade as “stakeholders” fly around in their jets calculating next quarter’s profits. So what is it about? It’s about trying to save personal power through technology while pushing much of humanity
beyond the limits of the “goodness” umbrella where they can be slaughtered in good conscience and their property confiscated (Nazi’s did the same to Jews and others during WWII). You might want to hide your artwork and gold filling now. The deplorables, the useless eaters, the old, the
religious, the infirm, those without a smart phone, those that don’t slave for their masters will all be eliminated. Those that remain will find their future in a digital pen surrounded by cameras with every detail of their lives monitored and controlled, including their genes, for the benefit of the
“stakeholders”. In return for their cooperation they will receive a stellar social credit score and a UBI. Those that are resistant and don’t fall into the above categories will be incarcerated and reeducated or will “disappear”.
The new technological Ubermensch will have characteristics that far surpass those of the deplorables except for the most important one to holding a system together – goodness.

Depending upon where you stand in this contest, I would suggest throwing your weight behind your representative and don’t be fooled, this contest is for your soul.
“We humans should get used to the idea that we are no longer mysterious souls. We are now hackable animals.” – Yuval Harari

They’re hacking you now with an engineered virus and mRNA “vaccines”.
And now that the United States is being dismembered, Larry Fink and Blackrock are moving on to China. Who would have guessed?
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/blackrock-breaks-fund-manager-ground-190511749.html
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1.

Dave Lysak said:
September 9, 2021 at 6:44 am
Kind of an interesting post by a trucker on Reddit. Like one of the commenters says: …death by a 1000 cuts….
https://www.reddit.com/r/collapse/comments/pkh16b/a_supply_chain_catastrophe_is_brewing_in_the_us/
Reply
james said:
September 9, 2021 at 6:52 am
I wonder if Korowicz is relaxing somewhere in the Irish countryside drinking tea, shrugging his shoulders and saying “I told ya so.”
When the RNA don’t go to work, the parts don’t get made. There could also be some intention to the slowdown. It’s about time for the toilet paper to start disappearing again. But I’m sure that as soon as everyone is vaxxed and passported, things will be fine.
Reply
Dave Lysak said:
September 9, 2021 at 8:26 am
I don’t know what any of this might mean, probably nothing. Nothing, in the sense that everything comes and goes. However, I do think it’s kinda funny, maybe a funny coincidence, but the Limits of Growth model predicted an industrial downturn at right about now.
https://forum.aerocene.org/t/limits-to-growth-the-club-of-rome/267
Reply
james said:
September 9, 2021 at 10:31 am
So Dennis Meadows is relaxing in the New Hampshire countryside, drinking tea and saying, “I told ya so.” Doesn’t much look like we’ll get to renewable la la land, but Biden says jab ’em. The comments at Zerohedge were much on the negative side saying it’s time to
“roll”. I assume that’s sort of like “rock-and-roll” as in destroy things. That will help the supply line issue.
Reply
gwb said:
September 9, 2021 at 11:22 pm
I need to get some new shoes — the soles are wearing out — but so far, it works to insert pieces of cardboard inside the shoes, to keep nails, rocks, etc. from poking my feet. The plandemic has my office working from home, so slippers and flip-flops are fine most of the time.
I’m going to order a pair of work boots from one of the few U.S manufacturers of these things. It’ll cost, but at least it won’t be in a container coming from China.
Reply
Cynic said:
September 9, 2021 at 8:43 am
Great thread, thanks Dave.
The son of one of the richest men in the UK is currently riding in a truck cab as part of his student work experience, it’s been eye-opening for him.
What I cannot see is how they imagine they can win if they have sent such a wrecking ball crashing into global chains?
Korowicz maintains the damage would be irreparable, and that seems logical enough. I think he once made a presentation on the subject, and only the US military planners seemed to get his point.
I wonder if in 6 months I will be looking at the dog, and the dog at me, wondering who will eat who first?
Maybe we’ll just kill those bastard cats that hang round here. ‘Here, kitty kitty……’
James, some squirrel recipes, please!
Reply
james said:
September 9, 2021 at 10:45 am
I had a rich friend that once did a few rows with the push mower on our yard. He thought it was the most wonderful thing as he’d never done anything like that. A black chauffeur would drop him at the house to spend the night. A stay at our house must have been like the guy
you mention riding around in a truck. I doubt my friend ever pushed a lawn mower ever again after his stay in the real world or maybe he bought one just for fun.
“I wonder if in 6 months I will be looking at the dog, and the dog at me, wondering who will eat who first?” Ha, ha. Our dog only eats premium meat. It even turns down hamburger now. I’m wondering if I’ll be able to feed it in the future, although it may adjust if it becomes
hungry enough.
Reply
Cynic said:
September 9, 2021 at 12:58 pm
Although his father is rich, they actually live simply – in a mansion.
Not quite a miser, but getting there. Accumulation mattering more than display, I feel.
So maybe the son will turn out OK: he complained when the mansion was bought, as he didn’t want to to stand out from the crowd so obviously.
Reply

2.

Dave Lysak said:
September 9, 2021 at 8:18 am
Kinda interesting, at least to me it is.
https://nuclearweaponarchive.org/
Reply
james said:
September 9, 2021 at 10:54 am
Nuclear weapons are interesting, especially from a physics perspective of which I am less than a novice. I still dream about cracking into common species of atoms with a tool that has yet to be discovered and the wonderful “pop” in space and time you would get. I wonder if we’re
getting any closer to zero on the Union of Concerned Scientists clock? Maybe we’ll run out of energy and the clock will stop before it gets there.
Reply

3.

Cynic said:
September 9, 2021 at 8:23 am
Solzhenitsyn said that what made even the Stalinist Soviet system bearable were the good people: kind, humane and trustworthy.
They did their best within the limits imposed by a cruel system: he recalled the bravery of his unit commander, who stood to shake his hand even as he was under arrest and on the way to execution or the Gulag.
Even that simple gesture could have led to the condemnation of the colonel.
But the Bio-Digital freaks and spooks – cheered on by the catamite Harari and his kind – think they have finally devised an algo-led system with no room at all for any humanity, no leniency – except for those at the top.
Reply
james said:
September 9, 2021 at 11:09 am
Prepare! Put on your Nikes. Take your vaxxes. The recycling has begun. The singularity awaits. You are about to be sent to the next cyborg level.
I see our current crop of technological devotees as no different than the Heaven’s Gate cult.

Reply
4.

Cynic said:
September 9, 2021 at 8:32 am
Another lesson from Solzhenitsyn is that until he was arrested he was a perfect Soviet citizen.
His crime was speaking badly of Stalin, but in the actual system he believed, having been born under it. And he’d fought bravely and been promoted to command a battery of field guns.
For a few words, he was thrown into the Gulag hell.
Hariri makes the error of thinking he’ll be OK, having said all the right things and helped condition people to accept the coming Techno-nightmare.
He’d have done much better have thought of the old legends, where the Devil honours his contract (book sales, international profile and tours, etc) but the intended end is never to your advantage, only his.
The all-powerful algos will do Hariri and his kind in when his existence is no longer thought desirable or profitable.
Reply
james said:
September 9, 2021 at 11:15 am
What goes around comes around. I’ll be especially concerned when giant billboards and portraits of the supreme leader begin appearing. I’ll be doubly concerned if it’s the likeness of Klaus Schwab.
Reply

5.

Apneaman said:
September 9, 2021 at 9:20 pm
Limits to Growth………that’s the most blasphemous thing you can say to them. It’s worse than speaking of all other Overshoot consequences – runaway climate change, ocean acidification, an ark load of species approaching extinction – combined.
Whatever you do, don’t ever threaten their shopping. It’s what they prize above all else. This now means you can’t criticize the internet or predict it’s demise because they now believe the internet & it’s 1.7 billion websites are integral to their lives.
The reality is that the humans are such primitive simpletons they really only need 3 websites:
– Pornhub (fucking/reproduction)
– Facebook (gossip, hierarchy)
– Amazon.com (bargain hunting & gathering)
The UBI sounds like a good fit for the ‘Bread’. There’s no need for gladiators since the minute the humans got smart phones with cameras they became all the performing circus monkeys that’ll ever be needed.
Forget about the tens of thousands of structurally deficient bridges & millions of potholes. Print & spend as many infrastructure dollars as needed to keep the internet up & running.
Best to keep them distracted so we can have a few more years of peace.
Ok kids here’s your choice, keep pretending & perish in yet another hothouse mass extinction for planet earth, OR duke it out (what are the chances?) and anyone who manages to survive the nuclear winter inherits the earth.
In spite of the fact that all the signs of runaway climate change leading to another hot house mass extinction are in play, Bill Rees thinks climate change is but 1 consequence of a much bigger predicament “ecological overshoot ecological overshoot is a macro problem and climate change
is merely one of many symptoms “
Too clever by half, but not nearly smart enough – Bill Rees to the Canadian Club of Rome
“Abstract
Humans pride themselves as being the most ‘intelligent’ species on Earth yet, despite a half century of stark warnings by many of our best scientists, the human enterprise remains in a state of potentially fatal ‘overshoot’. The human enterprise is exploiting ecosystems far beyond nature’s
regenerative and waste assimilative capacities; we are growing by liquidating the biophysical basis of our own existence. Remarkably, the global community shows little sign of taking the corrective action necessary to avoid potential disaster. I argue here that this seeming paradox is
perfectly natural, that H. sapiens is inherently – and even predictably – unsustainable. The human ecological predicament is the product of base human nature reinforced by an ingrained, increasingly global, but radically maladaptive growth-based cultural narrative. Modern techno-industrial
(MTI) society cannot be ‘reformed’ to mesh harmoniously with biophysical reality. Hubris, born of humanity’s clever success in manipulating the material world, blinds us to symptoms of impending systemic collapse. The behaviour of politicians and ordinary people often springs from
wilful ignorance or deep denial, papered over by unwarranted confidence in technological solutions. Aspirations to high intelligence aside, H. sapiens is not primarily a rational species – but there is a way forward. ”
https://youtu.be/YnEXEIp5vB8
Sorry Bill. The way forward is no different than the way behind us. How can our path, we’ve been on since we evolved to full behavioral modernity, take us anywhere other than to the only place we could possibly end up? There has only ever been one destination for us & any & all other
MPP monkeys out in the void (if they’re lucky they weren’t cursed with emotions as their main motivator).
In spite of making an effort to ignore the monkey show known as the news these last few months, some of it is unavoidable. People talk about it at family affairs & such, so I know about that rocket-dick comparing performance by 2 of the most mighty oligarchs on the planet. It wasn’t a one
off. It is what they are all about. Do you think they gather at Davos to discuss how they are going to use all their money, influence & power to save civilization & the human species? FUCK NO. They’re bragging about their latest conquests & comparing dicks via billions in the form of 1 &
0’s on hard drives & dick-yachts & private islands they think they will escape too. Even if they agreed to take on those herculean tasks they wouldn’t have a fucking clue where to start. Greed is what they’re good at….Our best & brightest indeed.
Reply
james said:
September 9, 2021 at 10:50 pm
You picked my three favorite websites. 🙂
In that Bill Rees presentation I left the following comment a couple of months ago:
Human brains have evolved to focus on three things primarily: consumption, social standing and reproduction, all three being interrelated. The fear of death is a spooky shadow that follows us around. Even if you inform those brains of the ecological peril, they will tend to get back to
the primary business they evolved to address (consumption, social standing, reproduction).
And the websites you picked reflect that: Pornhub (reproduction), Amazon (consumption) and Facebook (social standing). It’s the way the human brain evolved in the natural environment putting the most important things foremost in the brain, maybe to the exclusion of most
everything else. Most of technological advancement(?) is owed to the opioids that come with success in those three areas.
Also the reactions of industrial metabolism are much less likely to happen without an inordinate amount of energy input which we’ve had plenty of until about now. Consider photosynthesis which involves reactions of sunlight, water, carbon dioxide, minerals and oxygen to make the
energy stock of glucose. All of it is brought to the organism freely through convection currents and rain. It would be nice if silicon, metals and plastics circulated to our solar panel seeds for immediate incorporation into the growing panel or could be readily absorbed from the soil.
And imagine the deteriorating materials of the solar panels reentering the soil to be absorbed again by the next growing panel. Human technology is not possible without dense, clean energy and even with nuclear and oil it has never been dense or clean enough to close the loop and
give us some chance at continuity.
So, you’re right, all we have are chimps generating chimp opioids until we run out of energy.
I will soon be visiting Leonardo de Caprio’s Belizean eco settlement to have glorious sex with beautiful women, dine on steak and lobster and take selfies of myself and my harem doing so.
eco village
https://belizesecretbeach.com/belize-real-estate/leonardo-dicaprio-private-island-blackadore-caye-the-eco-friendly-resort-in-belize/
If I can get a selfie with Leonardo it will be extra special good.
Reply
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